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For many years, Highway105 has provided the primary 
access route between eastern El Paso County and Palmer 
Lake. 

Over time Highway 105 has become increasingly congested 
and has become unsafe in some areas because of increased 
traffic coupled with inadequate roadway features. 
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Safety, access, traffic congestion, noise, drainage, and potential Safety, access, traffic congestion, noise, drainage, and potential 
rightright--ofof--way expansion are concerns for corridor neighborhoods. way expansion are concerns for corridor neighborhoods. 
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Identified corridor issues were used to direct development of alternative Identified corridor issues were used to direct development of alternative 
solutions and as a basis to screen and refine alternatives. solutions and as a basis to screen and refine alternatives. 



Inadequate roadway crossInadequate roadway cross--section (areas with no shoulders, areas with no section (areas with no shoulders, areas with no 
turn lanes), uncontrolled access, steep grades, and curving roadway turn lanes), uncontrolled access, steep grades, and curving roadway 
contribute to a relatively high accident incidence.contribute to a relatively high accident incidence.
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SafetySafety
A number of correctable factors contribute to Highway 105 A number of correctable factors contribute to Highway 105 

crash incidence. These factors include:crash incidence. These factors include:
 Curves and steep gradesCurves and steep grades
 Lack of shoulders or turn lanesLack of shoulders or turn lanes
 Frequency of access pointsFrequency of access points
 Lack of pedestrian/bicycle facilities, andLack of pedestrian/bicycle facilities, and
 Inadequate roadway/intersection capacityInadequate roadway/intersection capacity
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Mobility and Traffic CongestionMobility and Traffic Congestion
Mobility and congestion relief are important considerations Mobility and congestion relief are important considerations 

because Highway 105 is both a primary eastbecause Highway 105 is both a primary east--west corridor west corridor 
and the only means of access to a number of neighborhoods.and the only means of access to a number of neighborhoods.
 Current peak hour congestion is most significant west of Current peak hour congestion is most significant west of 

Lake Woodmoor Drive. Lake Woodmoor Drive. 
 Significant peak hour delays are experienced at the Significant peak hour delays are experienced at the 

following  intersections: the Ifollowing  intersections: the I--25 southbound ramps, 25 southbound ramps, 
Jackson Creek Parkway, Knollwood Drive, the Jackson Creek Parkway, Knollwood Drive, the 
Monument Academy access, and Lake Woodmoor Drive.Monument Academy access, and Lake Woodmoor Drive.

 Congestion and delay will increase in the future if no Congestion and delay will increase in the future if no 
improvements are made .improvements are made .
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Curves and grades between Fairplay Drive and Furrow Road, near Roller Coaster Drive Curves and grades between Fairplay Drive and Furrow Road, near Roller Coaster Drive 
and on the approaches to East/West Forrest Drive were  prioritized for upgrade.  and on the approaches to East/West Forrest Drive were  prioritized for upgrade.  
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Roadway GeometryRoadway Geometry
Roadway geometry upgrades that can improve corridor Roadway geometry upgrades that can improve corridor 

safety and provide needed carrying capacity include:safety and provide needed carrying capacity include:
 Improving curves and gradesImproving curves and grades
 Providing new and/or wider shouldersProviding new and/or wider shoulders
 Adding turn, acceleration and deceleration lanesAdding turn, acceleration and deceleration lanes
 Increasing lane widths and/or number of lanesIncreasing lane widths and/or number of lanes
 Adding accommodations for pedestrians and bicyclistsAdding accommodations for pedestrians and bicyclists
 Providing adequate roadside clear zonesProviding adequate roadside clear zones
 Intersection upgrades (e.g. adding turn bays, Intersection upgrades (e.g. adding turn bays, 

signalization)signalization)
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Access Needs and ImpactsAccess Needs and Impacts
By necessity, the Highway 105 Corridor has many access By necessity, the Highway 105 Corridor has many access 

points.  However, access management tools that can be used points.  However, access management tools that can be used 
to  improve safety and reduce traffic congestion include:to  improve safety and reduce traffic congestion include:
 Locating signals to favor through movementLocating signals to favor through movement
 Limiting conflict points/separating conflict areasLimiting conflict points/separating conflict areas
 Removing leftRemoving left--turns from throughturns from through--traffic lanestraffic lanes
 Managing leftManaging left--turn movementsturn movements
 Using nonUsing non--traversable medians to enforce turn traversable medians to enforce turn 

restrictionsrestrictions
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Portions of Highway 105 corridor are located adjacent to the Portions of Highway 105 corridor are located adjacent to the 
floodplain. Thus, roadway drainage takes on greater floodplain. Thus, roadway drainage takes on greater 
importance. Key drainage considerations include:importance. Key drainage considerations include:
 Sizing culverts to convey peak                                               Sizing culverts to convey peak                                               

flows under roadwayflows under roadway
 Including water quality treatment                                            Including water quality treatment                                            

features to mitigate runoff impactsfeatures to mitigate runoff impacts
 Providing and/or relocating curb                                             Providing and/or relocating curb                                             

and gutter within urban sectionsand gutter within urban sections
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Drainage Issues and RequirementsDrainage Issues and RequirementsDrainage Issues and RequirementsDrainage Issues and Requirements

Raising the roadway west of Furrow Road creates the opportunity Raising the roadway west of Furrow Road creates the opportunity 
to redirect the flow directly across Highway 105. to redirect the flow directly across Highway 105. 
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Once a preferred alignment Once a preferred alignment and cross section for the Highway and cross section for the Highway 
105 improvements has been identified, the County will 105 improvements has been identified, the County will 
conduct a noise conduct a noise study:study:
 Existing noise levels will be measured and forecasts of Existing noise levels will be measured and forecasts of 

future noise levels will be developed using computer future noise levels will be developed using computer 
modeling.modeling.

 The need for, feasibility and reasonableness of providing The need for, feasibility and reasonableness of providing 
noise walls along the project corridor will be evaluated.noise walls along the project corridor will be evaluated.

 Preliminary location and height of noise walls that are Preliminary location and height of noise walls that are 
warranted, feasible and reasonable will then be identified. warranted, feasible and reasonable will then be identified. 
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Traffic NoiseTraffic NoiseTraffic NoiseTraffic Noise

The Highway 105 noise study will evaluate the need for noise wall mitigation. The Highway 105 noise study will evaluate the need for noise wall mitigation. 
Results of the noise study will be posted on the project website in late summer.Results of the noise study will be posted on the project website in late summer.



To address the identified corridor issues, a range of 
improvement alternatives were evaluated to provide:
 Improved Access ManagementImproved Access Management
 Improved Roadway Alignment and Cross Section
 Improved Intersection Layout and Control               Improved Intersection Layout and Control               

(e.g. STOP control, signals, roundabouts)(e.g. STOP control, signals, roundabouts)
 Improved Roadway Drainage
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ACCESS MANGEMENTACCESS MANGEMENT

Access Management Access Management 
Alternatives, including selected access closures, were Alternatives, including selected access closures, were 

considered as means to reduce congestion and improve considered as means to reduce congestion and improve 
corridor safety. The final access management corridor safety. The final access management 
recommendations  include no closures; instead recommendations  include no closures; instead 
strategies to be used include:strategies to be used include:
 Location of new signals to enhance coordination Location of new signals to enhance coordination 

and create gaps for stopand create gaps for stop--controlled accessescontrolled accesses
 Removing leftRemoving left--turns from through traffic lanes turns from through traffic lanes 

-- Providing turn baysProviding turn bays
-- Providing adequate turn lane lengths for storage of Providing adequate turn lane lengths for storage of 

vehicles waiting to turnvehicles waiting to turn
 Providing leftProviding left--turn acceleration/merging lanes for turn acceleration/merging lanes for 

selected stopselected stop--controlled intersectionscontrolled intersections
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Project Segment A Project Segment A –– II--25 to Lake Woodmoor 25 to Lake Woodmoor Project Segment A Project Segment A –– II--25 to Lake Woodmoor 25 to Lake Woodmoor 

Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment A” include intersection upgrades, Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment A” include intersection upgrades, 
sidewalk extensions, and an “ultimate,” foursidewalk extensions, and an “ultimate,” four--lane cross section within a minimal lane cross section within a minimal 
cross section that minimizes rightcross section that minimizes right--ofof--way impacts.way impacts.

ROADWAY ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTIONROADWAY ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTION

 Four  lanesFour  lanes, two in each , two in each 
direction, using retaining direction, using retaining 
walls to minimize ROWwalls to minimize ROW
 Continuous sidewalk Continuous sidewalk on at on at 

least one sideleast one side
 Curb and gutter Curb and gutter on full on full 

segmentsegment
 New signal New signal (Gold Canyon (Gold Canyon 

or Lake Woodmoor)or Lake Woodmoor)
 Standard lane Standard lane 

widths/shoulderswidths/shoulders
 Turn, acceleration and Turn, acceleration and 

deceleration lanesdeceleration lanes

Estimated Cost $4.5 MEstimated Cost $4.5 M
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Project Segment B Project Segment B –– Lake Woodmoor to MartingaleLake Woodmoor to MartingaleProject Segment B Project Segment B –– Lake Woodmoor to MartingaleLake Woodmoor to Martingale

ROADWAY ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTIONROADWAY ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTION

Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment B” reduce steep grades within Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment B” reduce steep grades within 
the segment . The upgraded interim twothe segment . The upgraded interim two--lane cross section for this segment includes lane cross section for this segment includes 
shoulders and intersection upgrades. Grading and retaining walls are located to shoulders and intersection upgrades. Grading and retaining walls are located to 
allow future fourallow future four--lane widening as needed. lane widening as needed. 

 Improved roadway alignment to Improved roadway alignment to 
flatten grades and improve sight flatten grades and improve sight 
distances distances with with retaining  walls retaining  walls 
used to minimize ROW used to minimize ROW 
 Standard lane widths/shouldersStandard lane widths/shoulders
 Turn, acceleration and deceleration Turn, acceleration and deceleration 

laneslanes
 New signal at Furrow Road New signal at Furrow Road and and 

leftleft--turn acceleration/merge at turn acceleration/merge at 
FairplayFairplay
 Drainage improvementsDrainage improvements

Estimated Cost: $10.7 MEstimated Cost: $10.7 M
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Project Segment C Project Segment C –– Centered on Forrest  Drive LoopCentered on Forrest  Drive LoopProject Segment C Project Segment C –– Centered on Forrest  Drive LoopCentered on Forrest  Drive Loop

ROADWAY ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTIONROADWAY ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTION

Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment C” reduce steep grades and Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment C” reduce steep grades and 
flatten the curve within the segment . The upgraded interim twoflatten the curve within the segment . The upgraded interim two--lane cross section lane cross section 
for this segment includes shoulders and intersection upgrades. Grading and for this segment includes shoulders and intersection upgrades. Grading and 
retaining walls are located to allow future fourretaining walls are located to allow future four--lane widening as needed. lane widening as needed. 

 Improved roadway alignment to Improved roadway alignment to 
flatten grades and improve sight flatten grades and improve sight 
distancesdistances with with retaining walls used to retaining walls used to 
minimize ROW impactsminimize ROW impacts
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 Turn, acceleration/deceleration lanesTurn, acceleration/deceleration lanes
 Drainage improvementsDrainage improvements

Estimated Cost: $5.7MEstimated Cost: $5.7M
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Project Segment D Project Segment D –– Centered on Roller Coaster Road Centered on Roller Coaster Road Project Segment D Project Segment D –– Centered on Roller Coaster Road Centered on Roller Coaster Road 

Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment D” reduce steep Roller Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment D” reduce steep Roller 
Coaster Road intersection approach grades as required for signalization of the Coaster Road intersection approach grades as required for signalization of the 
intersection.  The upgraded interim twointersection.  The upgraded interim two--lane cross section for this segment lane cross section for this segment 
includes shoulders and intersection upgrades. Grading and retaining walls are includes shoulders and intersection upgrades. Grading and retaining walls are 
located to allow future fourlocated to allow future four--lane widening as needed. lane widening as needed. 

ROADWAY ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTIONROADWAY ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTION
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distancesdistances with retaining walls with retaining walls 
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 Turn,  acceleration and Turn,  acceleration and 
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Estimated Cost: $2MEstimated Cost: $2M
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Gold Canyon/Lake Woodmoor Drive IntersectionsGold Canyon/Lake Woodmoor Drive IntersectionsGold Canyon/Lake Woodmoor Drive IntersectionsGold Canyon/Lake Woodmoor Drive Intersections

A new signal at Gold Canyon Road provides the best signal spacing and has the A new signal at Gold Canyon Road provides the best signal spacing and has the 
advantage of better serving approved future commercial development.advantage of better serving approved future commercial development.

INTERSECTION UPGRADES AND CONTROLINTERSECTION UPGRADES AND CONTROL

Signalization was evaluated for the Gold Canyon and Signalization was evaluated for the Gold Canyon and 
the Lake Woodmoor Drive intersections. Signalization the Lake Woodmoor Drive intersections. Signalization 
of either of these two intersections would also create of either of these two intersections would also create 
needed gaps at the                                                               needed gaps at the                                                               
unsignalized                                                                                   unsignalized                                                                                   
location for traffic                                                            location for traffic                                                            
turning to/from                                                            turning to/from                                                            
Highway 105.Highway 105.

Signalization was evaluated for the Gold Canyon and Signalization was evaluated for the Gold Canyon and 
the Lake Woodmoor Drive intersections. Signalization the Lake Woodmoor Drive intersections. Signalization 
of either of these two intersections would also create of either of these two intersections would also create 
needed gaps at the                                                               needed gaps at the                                                               
unsignalized                                                                                   unsignalized                                                                                   
location for traffic                                                            location for traffic                                                            
turning to/from                                                            turning to/from                                                            
Highway 105.Highway 105.



Fairplay Road IntersectionFairplay Road IntersectionFairplay Road IntersectionFairplay Road Intersection

Provision of a leftProvision of a left--turn (out) acceleration lane is recommended at turn (out) acceleration lane is recommended at 
Fairplay Road  based on the results of final screening analysis.Fairplay Road  based on the results of final screening analysis.

INTERSECTION LAYOUT AND CONTROL UPGRADESINTERSECTION LAYOUT AND CONTROL UPGRADES

Two alternatives were evaluated at Fairplay Road: a Two alternatives were evaluated at Fairplay Road: a 
signalized configuration, and stopsignalized configuration, and stop--controlled controlled 
configuration with a leftconfiguration with a left--turn acceleration lane for turn acceleration lane for 
traffic entering Highway 105 westbound. traffic entering Highway 105 westbound. 

Two alternatives were evaluated at Fairplay Road: a Two alternatives were evaluated at Fairplay Road: a 
signalized configuration, and stopsignalized configuration, and stop--controlled controlled 
configuration with a leftconfiguration with a left--turn acceleration lane for turn acceleration lane for 
traffic entering Highway 105 westbound. traffic entering Highway 105 westbound. 



Furrow Road IntersectionFurrow Road IntersectionFurrow Road IntersectionFurrow Road Intersection

Signalization of the Furrow Road intersection is recommended based Signalization of the Furrow Road intersection is recommended based 
on results of the final screening of alternatives.on results of the final screening of alternatives.

INTERSECTION LAYOUT AND CONTROL UPGRADESINTERSECTION LAYOUT AND CONTROL UPGRADES

Two alternatives were evaluated at Furrow Road: a Two alternatives were evaluated at Furrow Road: a 
signalized configuration and a roundabout configuration. signalized configuration and a roundabout configuration. 

Two alternatives were evaluated at Furrow Road: a Two alternatives were evaluated at Furrow Road: a 
signalized configuration and a roundabout configuration. signalized configuration and a roundabout configuration. 



Roller Coaster Drive IntersectionRoller Coaster Drive IntersectionRoller Coaster Drive IntersectionRoller Coaster Drive Intersection

INTERSECTION LAYOUT AND CONTROL UPGRADESINTERSECTION LAYOUT AND CONTROL UPGRADES

Signalization of the Roller Coaster Road intersection is Signalization of the Roller Coaster Road intersection is 
recommended based on results of the final screening of alternatives.recommended based on results of the final screening of alternatives.

Two alternatives were evaluated at Roller Coaster Road: a Two alternatives were evaluated at Roller Coaster Road: a 
signalized configuration and a roundabout configuration. signalized configuration and a roundabout configuration. 

Two alternatives were evaluated at Roller Coaster Road: a Two alternatives were evaluated at Roller Coaster Road: a 
signalized configuration and a roundabout configuration. signalized configuration and a roundabout configuration. 



SH 83/ Highway 105SH 83/ Highway 105--Walker Road IntersectionWalker Road Intersection
The SH 83/Highway 105The SH 83/Highway 105--Walker Road intersection does not Walker Road intersection does not 

currently meet warrants for a traffic signal. Traffic currently meet warrants for a traffic signal. Traffic 
forecasts suggest that signal warrants may be met twenty forecasts suggest that signal warrants may be met twenty 
years from now. To address existing safety issues at this years from now. To address existing safety issues at this 
intersection CDOT is evaluating intersection safety intersection CDOT is evaluating intersection safety 
improvements that could be implemented in the near improvements that could be implemented in the near 
term.term.

SH 83/ Highway 105SH 83/ Highway 105--Walker Road IntersectionWalker Road Intersection
The SH 83/Highway 105The SH 83/Highway 105--Walker Road intersection does not Walker Road intersection does not 

currently meet warrants for a traffic signal. Traffic currently meet warrants for a traffic signal. Traffic 
forecasts suggest that signal warrants may be met twenty forecasts suggest that signal warrants may be met twenty 
years from now. To address existing safety issues at this years from now. To address existing safety issues at this 
intersection CDOT is evaluating intersection safety intersection CDOT is evaluating intersection safety 
improvements that could be implemented in the near improvements that could be implemented in the near 
term.term.

Signal warrants are not met currently, but will be met for the 20Signal warrants are not met currently, but will be met for the 20--year planning year planning 
horizon.  CDOT is pursuing implementation of  safety improvements at this horizon.  CDOT is pursuing implementation of  safety improvements at this 
intersection in the near term that do not include signalization.intersection in the near term that do not include signalization.

INTERSECTION LAYOUT AND CONTROL UPGRADESINTERSECTION LAYOUT AND CONTROL UPGRADES



Develop  List of Critical Issues and Screening Process
Deploy Project Website, Hold Public Open House 1

Develop Conceptual Improvement Package Alternatives and Assess 
Impacts, Conduct Screening Process

Refine Alternatives,  Prepare Phasing and Cost Estimates, Hold Public 
Open House 2, Initiate Corridor Preservation Plan

Corridor Study Completion: Hold Open House 3, Conduct Noise 
Study, Finalize Corridor Preservation Plan
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Corridor Study Completion: Hold Open House 3, Conduct Noise 
Study, Finalize Corridor Preservation Plan
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Winter 2012-Winter 2012-

Summer 2012-Summer 2012-



A noise study will be conducted to evaluate the need for, as 
well as recommended locations and heights of recommended 
walls for noise wall mitigation. 

Options will be refined based upon conceptual engineering 
plans, ROW requirements, cost, performance data, 
environmental and social effects, and stakeholder feedback.

A noise study will be conducted to evaluate the need for, as 
well as recommended locations and heights of recommended 
walls for noise wall mitigation. 

Options will be refined based upon conceptual engineering 
plans, ROW requirements, cost, performance data, 
environmental and social effects, and stakeholder feedback.



The Highway 105 Corridor Study represents the initial, conceptThe Highway 105 Corridor Study represents the initial, concept--level phase of level phase of 
project development and implementation.project development and implementation.

PROJECT PROCESS: FROM CONCEPT TO CONSTRUCTIONPROJECT PROCESS: FROM CONCEPT TO CONSTRUCTION



There are a variety of potential mechanisms that could be used to fund Highway There are a variety of potential mechanisms that could be used to fund Highway 
105 improvements. Based on the current outlook, 2014 is the earliest that 105 improvements. Based on the current outlook, 2014 is the earliest that 
construction funding could become available to the project.construction funding could become available to the project.

FUNDING OUTLOOKFUNDING OUTLOOK

Potential Funding SourcesPotential Funding Sources

The earliest funding could be made available to the project would 
be 2014.  Potential sources of funding that have been identified 
include:
 Federal fundsFederal funds

–– Project/Segment A Project/Segment A –– Application was made for federal Application was made for federal 
funding (2013funding (2013--2018  Transportation Improvement Program)2018  Transportation Improvement Program)

 PPRTA PPRTA Capital Extension  Funding Capital Extension  Funding 
-- Prioritized Prioritized as a $as a $18M “A List” capital project18M “A List” capital project
-- If  approved by voters in November 2012, the extension will          If  approved by voters in November 2012, the extension will          

run from 2015 to 2024  run from 2015 to 2024  
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